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Week in Review
Last week was full of twists and turns for financial markets with markets selling
off at the beginning of the week only to recover by the end. Equity markets
broadly edged higher by the end of the week on strength of key technology
companies. The initial market sell-off appears to have been triggered by
growing concerns over another wave of Covid infections based on the deltavariant which is fast spreading across Europe. Fixed income markets also
rallied during the week with the US 10-year Treasury yield dropping below 1.2%
on Monday only to recover to 1.28% by the end of the week. Similarly in Europe,
government bond yields fell during the week over covid concerns and the ECB's
dovish outlook on transitory inflation.

Metals in the News
In metals related news, Peru’s socialist Pedro Castillo was finally confirmed as
President and markets eagerly await to see if he makes good on his campaign
threats of nationalising/taxing the mining industry. Whilst over in South Africa,
Transnet once again made headlines by being the target of a cyber attack which
disrupted port operations. Coming on the heels of the rioting over the last few
weeks, South African mining supply reliability is certainly coming under the
spotlight again and perhaps justifying an additional risk premium.
In a sign of trends shaping the industry, Tesla signed an agreement with BHP
for the supply of low carbon Nickel. BHP appears to be following in the footsteps
of Norilsk Nickel which earlier this year produced a batch of Carbon Neutral
EcoNickel as part of its drive to help make the industry more sustainably
focused.
The EV market (and the key battery minerals including nickel, cobalt and
manganese) received welcome news during the week when Mercedes
announced that it is committed to spending $47bn over the next 10 years to
become a fully electric-only manufacturer.

The Week Ahead
The week ahead will be watched clearly for direction on the inflation/growth
debate. Over in the US, a raft of data is expected including, CB Consumer
Confidence for July, US Q2 GDP rate, and Personal spending/income in June
as well as consumer sentiment for July. US Core PCE data for June is also
being released at the end of the week and the Federal Reserve is also expected
to make its interest rate decision during the week. Over in Europe, we expect
German consumer confidence as well as EU consumer sentiment to be
released during the week. Additionally, German unemployment change for July
and preliminary inflation rate for July as well as EU inflation, GDP growth and
unemployment rates all being released at the end of the week.
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